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The Trump ‘Deal’ for Palestine  
Mohammed Samaana 

FTER a lot of speculation 
and delay, President Trump 
announced his ‘deal of the 

century’. Before getting into the 
details, it is important to give a his-
torical background in order to un-
derstand how we got here. 

In 1916, Britain and France signed 
the Sykes-Picot agreement in which 
they decided to partition what was 
known as Greater Syria into four 
countries including the current Syri-
an state, Lebanon, Palestine and Jor-
dan, and to bring the new countries 
under their military occupation.  

This contradicted the promise of 
independence that Britain gave to 
the Sharif of Mecca, Hussein bin 
Ali, in exchange for fighting against 
the Ottomans in WWI. Britain also 
broke another promise to give the 
Sharif control over what’s now Sau-
di as it gave it to its Wahhabi allies 
who have ruled Saudi since then.  

In 1917 Britain invaded and occu-
pied Palestine. In the same year, it 
issued the Balfour Declaration in 
which it promised the Zionist lead-
ers would create a Jewish homeland 
in Palestine which was opposed by 
the only Jewish member of the 
British cabinet, Edwin Montagu, 
who considered the project as anti-
Semitic to get rid of the Jews and 
also that it would lead to the ethnic 
cleansing of Palestinians. 

Britain started to bring European 
Zionists to colonise Palestine which 
culminated in the creation of Israel 
as a colonial outpost on 78% of 
Palestine and the ethnic cleansing of 
most of the Palestinians who be-
came refugees. It also led to the de-
struction of hundreds of Palestinian 
villages and towns. Palestinians re-
fer to these events as Nakba.  

In 1967, Israel occupied the remain-
ing 22% of Palestine including Gaza 
and the West Bank (including 
Jerusalem), which resulted in anoth-
er wave of Palestinian refugees. UN 
resolution 242 and others subse-

quently called for the creation of a 
Palestinian state in the land occu-
pied in 1967 and the return of all 
Palestinian refugees to their homes. 
But Israel has refused to comply 
with any UN resolution and, against 
International Law, has started con-
fiscating Palestinian land to build 
illegal colonies for Israeli settlers. All 
Israeli policies have been given full 
American support. 

To summarise the Trump ‘deal of 
the century’, on the refugees, it is 
against the International Law and 
UN resolution 194 as Trump denies 
6 -7 million Palestinian refugees (the 
largest and the longest waiting 
refugee group in the world) the 

right to return to their homes. He 
also wants to abolish the UNRWA, 
the UN agency established specifi-
cally to deal with the Palestinian 
refugees, providing them mainly 
with primary healthcare and educa-
tion. Instead, while he is building 
walls around his own country, 
Trump wants the states that host 
Palestinian refugees or other Mus-
lim countries to naturalise them. 

Despite UN resolutions 242 and 
338 which called for the Israeli 
withdrawal from the Palestinian 
land it occupied in 1967 including 
Jerusalem and the creation of an 
independent Palestinian state, the 
Trump deal recognises Israel’s illegal 
annexation of Jerusalem as well as 
giving Israel the right to annex 30% 
of the West Bank where large 
chunks of the illegal settlements 
exist. The Palestinians who live in 
these areas, unlike the Israeli set-
tlers, are not entitled to Israeli citi-
zenship and the Trump plan con-
dones covert ethnic cleansing. 

Contrary to the UN resolutions, the 
deal proposes a mutilated, disarmed 
Palestinian state made up of cantons 
connected by tunnels and bridges. 
Israel security is paramount and it 
will have control over the so-called 
Palestinian state borders. The plan 
does not endorse democracy, which 
the US has already blocked by hav-
ing a veto over who can be in the 
Palestinian government. US$50 bil-
lion for the project is to be provided 
by some oil-rich Arab countries. 

The deal also recognises Israel as a 
Jewish state, thus legitimising 
racism against Israel’s non-Jewish 
population who are mainly Palestin-
ian Muslims and Christians. In or-
der to ensure the racist nature of 
Israel, the Trump deal proposes 
bringing the triangle area inside 
Israel (populated by 350000 – 
400000 Palestinians) under the con-
trol of the Palestinian Authority in a 
large ethnic cleansing move to en-
sure that Israel has a Jewish majori-
ty population. 

But did the American colonialists 
Trump and Kushner come up with 
this idea? The Palestinian negotiator 
Saeb Erekat told Aljazeera that Is-
rael proposed the same plan word 
for word in 2011-2012 but it was 
rejected by the Palestinians. It’s the 
same old policy written by Israelis 
in Hebrew, translated into English 
and read by American politicians as 
US policy and endorsed by funda-
mentalist Zionist Christians who 
believe that the return of Jesus is 
conditional on all Jews returning to 
the holy land with no regard for 
human rights or law. 

For us, the people of Palestine, de-
spite being used as guinea pigs for 
US and Israel weapons; despite Is-
rael’s frequent massacres and ongo-
ing ethnic cleansing; despite the land 
theft; despite killing and torturing 
our children; despite the poverty 
and the daily suffering; despite the 
cultural appropriation; and despite 
the international community silence; 
our homeland is not for sale.        q                              
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Who are Today’s History Makers? 
Eamon Murphy 

n the last issue of this publication, Tom White gave an 
appropriately positive review of Caelainn Hogan’s 
book Republic of Shame, which detailed stories from 
Ireland’s ‘institutions for fallen women’ and chronicles 

the attempts by many of the former inmates of these institu-
tions to find their mothers/children. 

Readers do not need a second review here; it is enough to 
say the book is a well-researched and worthy read. 
However, there are two small parts of the book on which I 
have reflected regularly since a friend gifted me a copy back 
in October, and which I feel are worth bringing to the atten-
tion of my fellow humanists. 

The first is the reflections in the book of Paul Jude Red-
mond, who organises an annual gathering and commemora-
tion for survivors of the Castlepollard Mother and Baby 
Home. Redmond was born at the Castlepollard home in 
1964 and, through his own research, obtained death regis-
ters from the home. He notes that these registers show a 
steep fall in the institution’s infant death rate following the 
introduction of legal adoption in 1953. 

Hogan’s assessment is that the Sacred Heart Order – who 
ran the Castlepollard home – realised that ‘illegitimate chil-
dren’ were now worth something. The drop in the infant 
mortality rate at Castlepollard from a reported 13 per cent 
average in its early years to 0.5 per cent in its final two 
decades was, as the author notes, “dramatic”. Indeed, too 
dramatic to be explained by improvements in hygiene or 
medical care. As Redmond himself put it, “when we illegiti-
mate Irish bastards were suddenly worth more than the 
cows on the farms, we stopped dying by the thousands”. A 
shocking indictment of the ‘care’ provided for children in 
these homes. 

The other section I’ve been reflecting on surrounds Hogan’s 
description of the work of a number of politicians – includ-
ing future Presidents Mary Robinson and Michael D. Hig-
gins, and John Horgan, all three of whom were Senators in 
the 1970s – to help remove the stigma surrounding ‘illegiti-
mate birth’. 

Higgins, Horgan and Robinson co-sponsored an Illegitimate 
Children (Maintenance and Succession) Bill in 1974, with 
the intention, among other things, of making it easier for a 
mother to claim child-support from the child’s father. This 
will hardly seem like a radical move to the modern reader, 
but it was considered so at the time and the bill did not pass. 

Another Senator at the time, Augustine Martin, objected to 
the Bill on the grounds that it might allow “unscrupulous 
women” to trap a man, and described the Bill as “danger-
ous, especially in the climate of strident and even vengeful 
feminism in which we are now living”. These words seem 
quite incredible in 2020. 

Much of the work of Mary Robinson in particular during 
this time focused on giving unmarried mothers better 
prospects of actually keeping and raising their children, 
without being forced to put them up for adoption, whether 
by economic or other circumstances. Only in 1973 did the 
State agree to support unmarried mothers financially, 
though the payment was ‘a pittance’ that few could survive 
on without supplementation of some kind. 

In 1976, Robinson was again on the case, arguing that the 
concept of illegitimacy should be abolished, and calling on 
Irish society to “affirm strongly the right of a mother to 
keep her child, if she wishes to, and encourage and support 
her in that choice”. The Minister for Justice of the time, 
Patrick Cooney, disagreed, saying he did not want the 
“present generation of illegitimate children to be the guinea 
pigs in a social experiment to change attitudes”. 

Two things struck me about this particular episode. 
The first is that it’s quite likely that Cooney’s expressed view 
was honest and in good faith, and genuinely had the interest 
of said children at its heart. The fact was that in the Ireland 
of the time, ‘illegitimate birth’ carried great social stigma. 
Though it’s easy for us – knowing what we know now 
about how attitudes have changed – to see how wrong 
Cooney was, it’s also easy to see how Cooney, or anyone at 
the time, might have believed that encouraging unmarried 
mothers to give their children up to be raised ‘in an ordinary 
family’ might be the best thing for them. “What happens if 
those attitudes do not change? What then for those chil-
dren?”, one can imagine Cooney thinking. 

The passage of time has certainly left the former Minister on 
‘the wrong side of history’ in this instance, but that is easy 
for us to see from this vantage, living as we do in more so-
cially liberal times where attitudes such as those expressed 
by Cooney in 1976 are considered positively archaic and 
anachronistic. 

The second thing that struck me about this episode is the 
bravery of people like Higgins and Horgan, but especially 
Mary Robinson. It’s easy to look back now, almost half a 
century hence, and see that they were absolutely correct in 
their efforts to remove the stigma around birth outside of 
marriage, and to campaign for the financial assistance of 
unmarried mothers (among many other progressive 
reforms). This, however, was not a popular view at the time. 
It caused me to think of how so much social progress begins 
with brave figures like these going against the grain, usually 
in the face of disdain (and occasionally vitriol) from the 
broader public, fighting to get what are originally consid-
ered radical views to become mainstream. 

Many readers will remember (and others can imagine) the 
kind of reception ideas such as financial support for unmar-
ried mothers, or dissuading them from ‘doing the right  ––>    
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thing by the child’ and putting them up for adoption, 
might have received in the 1970s. 

Campaigners like Robinson, and many before and after 
her, gradually knocked down (sometimes kicked down) 
doors in the face of unpopularity, driving causes that often 
took decades to acquire broad public support. And there 
are many like her. 

In 2020, we have marriage equality in both jurisdictions 
on the island. But before there can be a Louise O’Neill or 
an Eamon Gilmore (and let’s give Labour their due on this 
one, for the issue would not have made it onto the political 
agenda had Fine Gael governed alone from 2011 to 2016) 
pushing gay marriage, there must be several David Norris-
es or (again!) Mary Robinsons, fighting for years just so 
that the public might come to see homosexuality as nor-
mal, and not some kind of mental disorder, perversion, or 
moral corruption. 

Before there can be a Simon Harris arguing for abortion 
rights for women, there must be an Ailbhe Smyth or Nell 
McCafferty, or so many others, driving the campaign in the 
face of massive public backlash. History proves them cor-
rect, but often they must stand in the face of opprobrium. 
Martin Luther King Jr. – another who, to his own great 
personal detriment, pushed an unpopular cause that 
nowadays seems a no-brainer – said “the arc of the moral 

universe is long, but it bends toward justice”, and I believe 
that to be true. Yes, the liberalising of societies will suffer 
setbacks, but the broader trajectory is positive and ever-
improving. 

The point I’m making (and I’m finally getting there!) is 
that there must surely be causes today, too, which are not 
popular with the public at large; views being pushed that, 
while at present considered niche, will in time become 
mainstream. Just as we look back on the career of Mary 
Robinson and think “well of course she was right all 
along”, we will look back at people who today seem out-
side the mainstream, perhaps a little too ‘woke’ or progres-
sive for their own good, and see them as trailblazers. 

For, though the arc of history bends towards justice, it only 
does so with the work of people willing to go against the 
grain. It can be tough to know who they are without the 
benefit of hindsight. How many people in 1970s Ireland 
thought that a young female barrister from Mayo, beaver-
ing away in the Seanad, would just over a decade later be 
rewarded for that work with the highest office in the land, 
and be subsequently feted for the work she did in showing 
Irish society just how wrong it was in its attitudes? 

Each of us should give this consideration next time we 
hear someone pushing “crazy” or “overly progressive” 
views in public.                     q                

Sinn Féin’s Mandate •  
Johnson’s Folly 

SO much of the post-election talk in the Republic of Ireland has 
been about whether it is right to include Sinn Féin in any potential 
coalition government, or whether what could previously have 
been termed ‘the two main parties’ were correct, during the elec-
tion campaign, to rule out working with them.

       However, regardless of whether “the people have spoken” on 
the issue – and with Sinn Féin receiving the highest first prefer-
ence vote of any party, they certainly have – it should be ac-
knowledged that Sinn Féin’s inclusion in consideration for gov-
ernment is the next logical step in a long process.

      For decades, mainstream politicians encouraged republicans 
to abandon violence as a tactic, and instead fight for their political 
goals at the ballot box. The vast majority of republicans have 
complied. While doubts may remain in some quarters over the 
extent to which Sinn Féin are indeed ‘a normal political party’, 
whatever that is exactly, their acceptance into the normal pro-
cesses of parliamentary democracy is a consequence of the 
success of that encouragement.

     It should also be remembered that both Fianna Fáil and Fine 
Gael had long periods in government during the first half of the 
20th century (and beyond) where senior cabinet members (includ-
ing Taoisigh) were former members of the IRA. This includes Seán 
Lemass, head of Government until 1966. It is legitimate for Sinn 
Féin to query at what point it became unacceptable for members 
of the Irish government to be men who had fired arms in anger.

     The controversy around David Cullinane (the Waterford TD 
who included a shout of “Up the Ra” in his re-election speech on 
February 8th) is a reminder that the connection between the two 
has not, and may never be, fully severed. However, with a view to 
the future, it is probably more important that the Sinn Féin parlia-
mentary party in Dáil Éireann includes some very able policy-
focused people. Mary Lou McDonald, Pearse Doherty, Eoin 
O’Broin and Louise O’Reilly are well-briefed and thoughtful politi-
cians whom a quarter of the electorate have trusted to implement 
progressive (indeed radical) policy measures to tackle the housing 
and health crises in the Republic. Consideration of their ideas is 
now the least the system owes them.

     If anything, the election result could be seen to be as much an 
endorsement of Irish democracy as of what is now the largest 
political party on the island. Perhaps voters think it more likely 
that the system will normalise Sinn Féin than Sinn Féin might 
have any negative effects on the system?


THE daftness of the idea trumpeted by Boris Johnson of a bridge 
across the Irish Sea is nailed by the above illustration in the 
Belfast Telegraph. It Imagines a structure desecrating the site of 

Donaghadee’s beautiful harbour and lighthouse. The North Chan-
nel is very deep in places, the weather is sometimes awful, and 
there is Beaufort’s Dyke, a trench full of unexploded WW2 muni-
tions. Such obstacles mean little to ‘Boris the builder’, a vain man 
obsessed with promoting monuments in his own honour and 
undeterred by frequent failures in the past. Nevertheless, the DUP 
is committed to a physical link with the ‘mainland’, and even Leo 
Varadkar has stated that it is an idea that should be ‘taken seri-
ously’. A better alternative might be a tunnel, or maybe two: one 
to the Isle of Man and then another to Belfast.
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The Curse of Nationalism 
Lothar Luken 

think nationalism is a major 
force for evil… ‘My country 
right or wrong’, that kind of 
thing, is a major flaw in hu-

manity and religionism is just an-
other one” – Richard Dawkins. 

After moving to Ireland in 1980, I 
soon learned: both nationalism and 
religionism were alive and well. 
Catholicism has since self-destruct-
ed, but nationalism is still going 
strong as an identity. 

Here I’m giving a personal account 
of how Nationalism has impacted 
me. There’s a copious literature de-
bunking it as an artificial and dan-
gerous construct arising from specif-
ic socio-economic conditions in the 
19th and 20th centuries. Find the 
books if you want to learn about 
that. What I give you are their miss-
ing illustrations. 

In the 1980s, I was taken aback 
when at an island-wide meeting on 
a progressive alternative magazine, 
a prominent eco activist burst into a 
chauvinistic tirade about ‘the Brits’ 
etc. Culture shock: I had never met 
an ardent nationalist in Germany 
and definitely not in left/green cir-
cles. This was disappointing – and 
threatening as I was just an immi-
grant. But greeting me with ‘Heil 
Hitler’ was, I learned, just a joke. 
People in Ireland simply didn’t 
know they were nationalists – cos 
everyone was – what else could you 
be anyway: if you were born here 
and spoke the language – that de-

fined you, made you proud. 
  
What defined me was the opposite: 
a cultural shift/getting wise/brain-
wash that meant anyone saying 
“I’m proud to be German” must be 
a fanatical fascist. The official line 
of the Bonn state fostered shame at 
being German and they didn’t even 
let the words of the national anthem 
be sung… This inverted nationalism 
was confusing to those born into 
ruined cities to war-traumatised 
families. We hadn’t done anything… 
Most of our parents hadn’t done 

anything either (though my mum 
was an ardent Hitler Youth leader – 
she’d been joined aged 9 – we’ll get 
to her). 

And yet, the doctrine of ‘collective 
guilt’ made us responsible for stuff 
that happened before our birth. 
That, if you think about it, is 
racism… and still leads to the Fed-
eral Republic donating a nuclear-
capable submarine to Israel.  
Consider my daughters: both born 
in Co. Cork, one to a Swiss, one to 
an Irish mother. Are they half re-
sponsible now? Is the one who grew 
up in German-speaking Switzerland 
a bit more guilty? Judging people by 
their racial provenance was a Nazi 
thing, wasn’t it… Or just a universal 
gut reaction? Remember how the 
Irish in England were blamed for 
IRA atrocities… as Jews are now 
for Israel’s. 

‘Blood-relations’! My ex, a Dublin-
er, worked on our family tree and 
asked my mother – who had it all 
pat. Why? Because to become a 
leader in the ‘League of German 
Maidens’, mum had to get an Arian 
Certificate proving four generations 
of Jew-free ancestry. She did the 
research – all was nice and pure and 
Germanic (thank Wotan her Dutch 
grandpa counted as Arian).  

You can imagine the mix of my ex’s 
feelings about this Hitler-mandated 
trove of documents pertaining to 
her little Irish girl. Some cover let-
ters were in Latin, because that’s 
how parish priests could communi-
cate in the 1930s. Some birth certs 
were in French even, with months 
like ‘Brumaire’, because in that 
misty past the Netherlands was oc-
cupied by Napoleonic troops.  

My grandpa Emil’s data came from 
the East of the Reich, from what’s 
now the Czech Republic. He was 
one of those Sudeten Germans 
whom history dropped into differ-
ent states now and then – and who 
were keen to join Hitler’s Germany 
– and when they did, it meant ‘peace 

in our time’. Emil had already emi-
grated to Deutschland in 1912 and 
fought in the WW1. 

All this shows how living on a small 
island makes it easier to feel like a 
nation than ‘on the Continent’, 
where there’s a lot of cross-migra-
tion, wars with far away countries 
and constantly shifting borders. And 
once they seemed settled and safely 
under the EU umbrella, suddenly 
the USSR, Yugoslavia and Czecho-
slovakia fragmented. Now Britain 
has left the EU – ironically, therefore 
Scotland might yet leave the UK. 
And here take note how different 
Scots nationalism feels to us from 
that of the English. 

It reminds me how I read a few 
poems at this year’s Burns Night at 
a vegan café – and was rewarded 
with a plate of vegan haggis. Yes, 
nothing’s sacred anymore, not even 
national dishes. Germany moved 
from regional types of Wurst with 
fries to first pizza and by now to 
kebab as their favourite fast food. 
All these things change and con-
verge. Jeans & t-shirts or suits & 
ties are the universal uniform for 
men, Coca Cola and McDonald’s 
are universal, cars from wherever 
look pretty much the same, and so 
do phones, fridges, toothbrushes, 
artillery...  

So there’s world-wide standardisa-
tion, international convergence, 
Globalisation. Yet - or therefore - a 
resurgence of Nationalism! Mostly 
of the nasty sort: all these recently 
emerging dictators invoke and fos-
ter and (ab)use it  – Xi, Modi, 
Trump, Bolsonaro, Erdogan, Ne-
tanyahu, they’re all at it, playing 
with and stoking fire. They’ve spot-
ted people‘s need to have some sort 
of ‘identity’. For rightwing leaders 
it’s imperative that it should not be 
class or any other supranational 
identities or, God forbid, cos-
mopolitanism. So they promote 
(often mixed with a state religion) 
flags, parades, pledges, clichés, the 
military – and, eventually, war.  ––>            
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My grandparents lived through 
WW1 and 2, losing siblings and 
friends. Emil’s first wife died of 
malnutrition towards the end of the 
‘War to end all Wars’. He had his 
joinery burned out in 1943 when 
British planes dropped incendiary 
bombs and reduced 40 square km 
of Düsseldorf to a sea of fire. Emil 
dug through the debris for his tools 
and replaced the charred handles. 
They had to rebuild their half-lev-
elled city.  

This guy was a socialist, hated the 
Kaiser, hated the Nazis – but suf-
fered for the politics of both. The 
family survived in their air raid cel-
lar – all the council houses had one 
– while 93% of inner city buildings 
were damaged or destroyed.  

My father, who’d wheedled his way 
out of the Hitler Youth – a rare feat! 
– was 18 when WW2 was started. 
Returning from Russia with an in-
operable shard of shrapnel 
by his spine, they told him 
he’d be lucky to reach 50. 
That always hung over 
him. But at his 50th he 
threw a huge party, and 
the shrapnel went with 
him to his grave when he 
was 85. 
The Nazis suppressed 
competing identities, and 
Catholicism in the Rhein-
land and also Commu-
nism in Düsseldorf. The 
local KPD always got an 
MP elected and the city had 
the lowest NSDAP vote outside 
Berlin. (Not that this made any dif-
ference to Churchill and his 
bombers).  

The Communist problem was 
solved in extermination camps and 
the Church was co-opted and un-
dermined. So one Corpus Christi, 
my mum refused to march in the 
parish procession. Granny lost 
against this rebellious Nazi teenager 
because the fascists had organised a 
countryside outing for the girls. Big 
deal? Yes – for my mother and 
many others from this working class 
suburb, it was the first time they’d 
ever left the city. Wasn’t the Fuehrer 
wonderful! And wasn’t he making 
the Reich great again… 

She was to question this feeling a 
few years later when, walking home 
from work (the trams had been 

knocked out) and passing a square, 
she noticed chaos and several tene-
ments in flames. Her aunt and uncle 
lived there. Their house was gone. A 
row of corpses was laid out in the 
street. There she found them. And 
another half hour’s walk before she 
could tell her mum that her brother 
was dead. 

Next year, when she was  sorting 
letters in the GPO with dozens of 
other young women, a bomb 
crashed through the roof, landed 
amidst them, and was a dud (oth-
erwise you wouldn’t read this now). 

In the 80s I bought lots of trees 
from Mike Evans. We got friendly – 
and I learned he’d been a fighter 
pilot who’d flown with the bombing 
raids. Never felt ‘you bastard British 
killer’ and I was of course all for 
beating Hitler and finishing off his 
1000-year Reich – but against hav-
ing my folks and hometown erased. 

I didn’t care much for this weird 
‘fatherland’ – but I’m sure I’d have 
helped with those FLAK guns, 
shooting a few murderous Mike 
Evanses out of the sky. 

There were 70 million Germans 
before WW2 and regional dialects 
and traditions were quite varied 
and important for one’s identity. 7 
million died. Millions were driven 
from their homelands. Those 
refugees were not very welcome in 
the starving war-ravished west. But 
the state managed to absorb them. 
Or rather the three ‘Germanic’ 
states now: Eastern Germany, call-
ing itself a socialist nation; West 
Germany, thinking of itself as THE 
Germany; and Austria, trying to 
make the world forget how they 
had welcomed Hitler’s takeover – 
well, he was born there (making 
Mozart only the second most fa-
mous Austrian). 

All this may explain why most of 
our postwar generation spent hardly 
a thought on the reunification of 
‘their’ unpleasant nation. Only the 
refugees did  – they wanted their 
now Polish farms and villages back 
and aligned with the nationalist far-
right. They never had a chance and 
have died out now. Back then they 
were just a spanner in the wheels of 
detente and European peace (but 
imagine an ‘Iron Curtain’ between 
Derry and Donegal).  

When the Berlin Wall fell, many 
progressives were wary of the loud, 
flag-waving nationalism that en-
sued. Many wanted to prevent the 
social and economic takeover of the 
GDR by the FDR, hoped that posi-
tive achievements of the East could 
be salvaged and saved from Western 
capitalism and consumerism. They 
never had a chance either. The na-
tion-idea prevailed – or rather: it 
veiled the total victory of the big 

corporations and NATO.  

Thirty years later the East 
is still far behind econom-
ically, its declining popula-
tion a breeding ground for 
fascists fanning xenopho-
bia. Their rate of immi-
grants and asylum seekers 
is far below the German 
average. But their primi-
tive ‘us’ needs an evil 
‘them’… 

A dangerous outdated 
ideology is raising its ugly 

head again – not a country recover-
ing confidence and pride – when 
underprivileged losers insult blacks, 
deface Jewish graves and beat up 
gays. Neo-Nazi gangs are nutters 
yet also on the spectrum of tradi-
tionalists, patriots and rednecks 
who exist in all countries. The alter-
natives? Internationalism, cos-
mopolitanism, scientism, religion-
free spirituality? Lofty ‘minority 
sports’, it seems. Too much unques-
tioned old stuff clutters our system.  

An example of this inspired me to 
write this article: the Humanist 
Summer Conference 2019, dis-
cussing Irish unity, a member names 
some institution and then: “or 
rather [xyz], as it’s called in our real 
language.” He meant Gaelic – with 
40,000 to 80,000 fully native speak-
ers (compared to 120,000 Polish 
speakers here) and      CONTD P16       
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“Having a nation is not an inherent at-
tribute of humanity, but it has now become 
to appear as such” –  Ernst Gellner 

“... although everybody is agreed that the 
nationalism of other countries is absurd ... 
the nationalism of one’s own country is 
noble and splendid”  –   Bertrand Russell  
                                              



What is Real? 
Noel Byrne 

N his Devil’s   Dictionary,  Ambrose Bierce  defines 
reality  as  “The dream of a Mad Philosopher.”  If 
we study reality closely that definition fits. We as-
sume there exists a real objective reality “out there”. 

If a tree falls in the forest and no one is around, does it 
make a sound? This question was first asked by George 
Berkeley, the 18th century Irish philosopher.  

The answer is no. When the tree falls it causes vibrations 
in the air molecules around it. Our ears pick up these 
vibrations and send them as electro chemical signals to 
the brain which we then hear as sound. In other words, 
sound is manufactured in the brain and does not exist 
outside of our brain. Similarly with light. What our eyes 
receive is electro magnetic radiation of differing frequen-
cies which the brain interprets as colour. The same is true 
of our other senses. Taste, touch and smell are also cre-
ations of the brain. In other words we create our own 
subjective reality! To cap it all off our brains are also part 
of our subjective reality and thus the body/mind is also 
perceived and so cannot be the true you. Our reality is a 
projected illusion within us. As each human’s  sense or-
gans are basically similar, so we all perceive reality in 
much the same way. 
  
What then is objective reality?   What is out there? First, 
let’s take sound.   The human ear can only pick up pres-
sure frequencies or waves  between 20Hz and 20kHz. 
Animals such as bats and dolphins can hear outside of 
this range and accordingly will have different perceptions 
of reality.   Similarly with light.   Our retinas can absorb 
light within the range of 380-750 nanometers. Other 
creatures such as bees, birds and snakes can absorb light 
in different frequencies and accordingly have a different 
perception of reality. Each of the five senses we possess 
gives us a very small slit on reality. Our sense of smell is 
almost vestigial in relation to that of dogs and wolves. In 
these animals their olfactory sense is a million times 
more sensitive than a human’s and is their principal 
sense. A moth has an even stronger sense of smell than a 
dog. A male moth can scent a female up to twenty kilo-
metres away.  

One of the advantages to animals of a strong sense of 
smell is the fact that the object does not have to be seen 
to be perceived, unlike sight. This can be an obvious ad-
vantage.   A bee has a capacity to respond to the earth’s 
magnetic field and it can see in the ultraviolet range of 
the spectrum, as can penguins. Some snakes have a sixth 
sense whereby they can locate prey by heat. Some fish 
have a lateral line with sense receptors that detect the 
motion of nearby fish and prey.   Dolphins, whales and 
bats use echolocation. Other creatures see in both the 
ultraviolet and infrared spectrum. Many other creatures 
such as migratory birds, homing pigeons, sea turtles etc. 
also sense the earths magnetic fields. Every species has its 
own means of receiving information from its environ-

ment and using it for its own purposes. Each species has 
its own way of knowing, its own kind of intelligence and 
its own version of reality. Our perception is human-spe-
cific. 
  
What would our perception of reality be if we had differ-
ent senses? The philosopher Thomas Nagel wrote a pa-
per in 1974 entitled What is it like to be a bat? Bats emit 
high frequency sounds, most of which are outside the 
frequency which humans can hear. These sounds bounce 
off objects around them, making echoes which the bats 
detect. This is a very finely tuned sensory apparatus. 
They can detect flies as small as a human hair and inter-
cept them in flight. Nagel did not ask us to consider what 
it would be like for us to have bat-like experiences. He 
challenged us to imagine what it would be like for a bat 
to be a bat. What is reality from a bats point of view? 
How does the world look to a bat? 
  
The electromagnetic spectrum covers a range from zero 
to infinity. It is generally divided into seven ranges i.e. 
Radio, Micro, Infrared, Visible, Ultraviolet, X-rays and 
Gamma rays.   Imagine reality if we could see in the in-
frared, ultraviolet or X-ray range? Sound ranges over a 
huge spectrum also. Imagine if we could hear over an 
even larger range of frequencies such as many creatures 
do?   Objective reality is a maelstrom of electromagnetic 
radiation of which our five senses can only pick up a 
very small amount and our brain then reinterprets this 
information which we see as reality. This electro magnet-
ic radiation is all around and passing through us and we 
are unaware of it because our senses have not evolved to 
interpret it except in the ranges that our senses perceive 
and interpret.  

In actual fact our reality is in our brains and not outside 
of us. This is difficult to comprehend but is true. Even 
though our brain is enclosed in our skull in complete 
darkness, that is where our reality is.   All our passions, 
emotions, pain, joy and happiness are all mental cre-
ations. The essence of reality is inaccessible to our minds. 
The only thing we know to be real is our consciousness.  
“Je pens donc je suis.” “I think therefore I am”, as 
Descartes said. What we perceive is a brain-manufactured 
perception of reality that is not real at all. Einstein said: 
“Reality is an illusion, albeit a persistent one”. Berkeley 
said that “Esse est percipi” – to be is to be perceived  – and 
the evolutionary cosmologist Brian Swimme asked some-
where: “Before eyes evolved on Earth, was the sea blue”?   
  
Look at reality now from the Physics point of view. Neils 
Bohr said, “Physics is not about how the world is, it is 
about what we can say about the world”. We are com-
posed of matter. Every tangible thing is made of atoms, 
including us. They are the building blocks of matter. Each 
cell in our body contains 7 X 10 27   atoms and there are 
around 75 trillion cells in our body. Atoms are made  ––>     
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from three types of smaller particles: protons and neu-
trons in the nucleus and electrons that orbit the nucleus. 
All atoms are not the same. They differ by virtue of dif-
ferent combinations of the three subatomic particles. 
Atoms combine to make elements and go from there to 
compounds, molecules and cells.  From cells we go to 
organs and from organs to species. Within an atom the 
nucleus contains about 99.9% of the atom’s mass but 
only a trillionth of its volume. Atoms are 99.99999% 
empty space. Neither do they have any colour.   We are 
therefore 99.99999 % empty space and yet to ourselves 
and our senses we are solid! The rest of matter is similar. 
We see matter as solid and coloured. Yet it is neither. 
There is no hard matter out there to, see, hear, taste, 
smell or touch. We create our own reality.   Solidity and 
substance are illusions.  Physical reality is only a thought. 
  
Next let us look at quantum physics. When I refer to 
quantum physics, I am referring to the particle zoo which 
makes up the protons, neutrons and electrons that in 
turn make up atoms. It includes concepts such as the 
Heisenberg uncertainty principle, wave/particle duality, 
the interchangeability of matter and energy and also that 
particles can come in and out of existence as well as oth-
er strange concepts. It is the most proven theory of all 
time. Lasers, LEDs, hospital scanners, hard disks, the 
transistor, electronics and computers are all based on 
quantum physics. It is the most useful discipline in mod-
ern physics, but it is not understood. As those who prac-
tice it do not understand it, so I do not intend to say too 
much about it. When quantum physics is stripped of all 
its complexities what it finds is that the act of observa-
tion changes the nature of the thing observed. The ob-
server and the observed are coupled and intimately 
linked. The observer is the observed. 

Our senses and the technology and instruments that ex-
tends them such as telescopes and microscopes only de-
tect phenomena and not real things in themselves. What 
it is that produces these bewildering sub atomic phenom-
ena which are observed in high energy physics, we don’t 
actually know and I suspect we never can know.  

As Francis Crick said in 1994 in The Astonishing Hy-
pothesis: The Scientific Search for the Soul, “The aston-
ishing hypothesis is that, you, your joys and sorrows, 
your memories and your ambitions, your sense of per-
sonal identity and free will, are in fact no more than the 
behaviour of a vast assembly of nerve cells and their as-
sociated molecules. As Lewis Carroll’s Alice might have 
phrased it: You’re nothing but a pack of neurons. This 
hypothesis is so alien to the ideas of most people today 
that it can truly be called astonishing”.    
  
What I have said above is that we create our own reality 
in our brains. That is true in that the electrochemical 
actions in the brain create our reality, but it is in our con-
sciousness that we become aware of this reality. What 
then is consciousness, remembering that the brain is itself 
part of the illusion created?  This is something for anoth-
er article. But from what I have said above the obvious 
follow-on question is whether matter is an epiphenome-
non of consciousness or is consciousness an epiphenom-
enon of matter?   If matter is an epiphenomenon of con-
sciousness then all there is, is consciousness! Is matter 
apprehended by consciousness or is it the reverse?          q      

NIC JOHNSON OBITUARY  
WITH Nic Johnson's passing on 3rd 
January, Irish humanism lost one of 
its most fervent advocates. Born in 
the Dominican Republic, Nic spent 
his first seven years in Spain before 
the family moved permanently to 
Portsmouth, New Hampshire. 


After graduating from the University 
of New Hampshire summa cum 
laude, he completed his PhD in 
Mathematics at Harvard University. 
Nic was a member of the committee 
which set up the first humanist chap-
laincy at Harvard University in Mas-
sachusetts, and his founding of the chaplaincy branch of the 
HAI is one of his proudest lasting legacies. 


A chance meeting with a young Irish woman on the Mexico City 
subway led to marriage and a move to Ireland, and Nic spent 30 
very happy years here with Rose Mary, most of it at their home 
in Crumlin.


Nic's interest in political and social activism began in the 1960s 
with the anti-Vietnam war, civil and equal rights movements. 
This continued on into advocacy in support of secularism. He 
belonged to pro-secular organisations on both sides of the At-
lantic and was an effective activist for humanism until the very 
end of his life. He also campaigned for abortion rights and the 
right to assisted dying. He was a member of the board of the 
HAI for more than 15 years and an active member of Atheist 
Ireland, occasionally manning their monthly information tables 
outside the GPO in Dublin. He occasionally contributed to this 
publication, most recently a small piece last year on the reason 
the pansy is the flower of the freethinker.


Nic was also at the forefront of the campaign to change the 
wording to the Census question on religious affiliation so that it 
will produce a more accurate answer. One suspects that here 
Nic was almost as motivated by his desire for a more statistic-
ally sound answer as by his concern that numbers of non-reli-
gious people were being under-stated!


A keen historian, Nic was working on the compilation of a his-
tory of the Humanist Association of Ireland when he died. In 
December, one part of this research - the annotated and tran-
scribed minutes of the Thinkers Circle (1941-1945), a Dublin 
based secular group – was published in  Analecta Hibernica, the 
journal of the Irish Manuscripts Commission. These minutes, the 
earliest extant minutes of a secular group in the history of the 
state, represent an important contribution to an understanding 
of secular movement/groups and the obstacles faced by non-
religious Irish citizens in 1940s. 


It was by chance that Nic passed away just two days before the 
HAI’s annual Remembrance Service, an event which he was 
central to founding five years earlier. Rose Mary attended, along 
with Nic’s son Tom, and spoke about her husband, describing 
him as her “great love”. She spoke beautifully again the follow-
ing day at Nic’s funeral in Mount Jerome, a ceremony attended 
by Nic’s many friends from the HAI, Atheist Ireland and the other 
areas of his life, as well as many of his family from the United 
States including his children Lisa and Tom. The service was 
conducted by Dermot Muldowney, the current Director of Chap-
laincy at the HAI.

While Nic may be known to many Irish humanists as the grumpy 
old man who would always have a point (or many) to make at 
HAI AGMs, those who knew him more intimately will remember 
him as a warm and generous man with a wicked sense of hu-
mour and strong principles. Irish humanism is far stronger for 
his contribution, and he will be greatly missed.                        q
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A Tribute to Phil Ochs 
Roger Kelly 

was annoyed at the end of last year when Radio 
Ulster changed its programme schedules, in particu-
lar moving the Lynette Fay Folk Club from Sunday 
evenings to late on Friday nights which clashed with 

The Late Late Show on RTE1. Funnily, the editor of this 
magazine has often complained that Radio Ulster had 
little classical music and ironically the Folk Club was 
replaced by Classical Connections.  

Browsing through various digital stations one Sunday 
evening I did come across Celtic Heartbeat on BBC 
Wales. Hosted by Frank Hennessy it is a folk roots and 
acoustic music show. What a delight it was in early Jan-
uary this year to hear an artist called Martyn Joseph 
singing songs from his recent album called Days of Deci-
sion: A Tribute to Phil Ochs. It brought back fond mem-
ories of listening to an old vinyl album by Phil Ochs in 
the late sixties called I Ain't Marching Anymore, and at 
the time I thought he was better than Bob Dylan. It isn't 
often that Ochs, who died four decades ago, and mostly 
unknown to those born since the 1970s, gets a brief 
moment of mainstream recognition. 

Martyn Joseph spoke passionately about Ochs and said 
that his music would be worthy of a revival, which I to-
tally agree with. He went on to say that taken together, 
his songs offer an exceptionally compelling tour of the 
deepest questions confronting liberals  – questions about 
democracy, dissent, freethinking, and human decency in a 
grim Trump/Johnson political age. 

One of Ochs’s most philosophical works was the song 
There But For Fortune, the most beautiful song ever 
written about the natural lottery and made popular by 
Joan Baez. It has a series of tragic lyrics: 
“Show me a prisoner whose face has gone pale”, and:  
“Show me the country where the bombs had to fall”. 
Oches attaches a simple refrain,  “There but for fortune 
may go you or I”. It is a succinct reminder of the ethical 
basis of modern liberalism, that in a world with no level 
playing field, we have sizeable obligations to those who 
are less lucky. Syrian refugees spring to mind here in our 
contemporary mad world! 

Ochs wrote the most haunting of melodies for many of 
his songs and another stand-out example is When I'm 
Gone which is glancingly about politics but really about 
living well alongside the ever-present prospect of death: 

Won't see the golden of the sun when I'm gone 
And the evenings and the mornings will be one when I'm gone 
Can't be singing louder than the guns when I'm gone 
So I guess I'll have to do it while I'm here 
All my days won't be dances of delight when I'm gone 
And the sands will be shifting from my sight when I'm gone 
Can't add my name into the fight while I'm gone 
So I guess I'll have to do it while I'm here. 

For Ochs (above), death came at the tragically young age 
of 35. He had struggled with mental illness and in 1976 
he committed suicide. 

Power and the Glory is another brilliant Ochs song on 
Martyn Joseph’s album and is a statement of faith in 
humanity amid political darkness (these lines were omit-
ted after the 1963 version): 

But our land is still troubled by men who have to hate  
They twist away our freedoms, and they twist away our fate  
Fear is their weapon, and treason is their cry' 'We can stop them if 
we try. 


Martyn Joseph himself is a prolific folk songwriter and 
has been a strong advocate of social justice throughout 
his career. On Days of Decision: A Tribute to Phil Ochs,  
he is accompanied only by guitar, and the minimal back-
ing instrumentation ensures that the music and words are 
a natural fit for Joseph.  

The songs are a soul-stirring collection delivered with 
taste and passion by an artist who lives and breathes the 
profound messages contained within Ochs’s songs. It's a 
pity he doesn't tour regularly in Ireland. If he ever does 
he is a must-see. Happy listening.             q      
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Questions of Survival 
Tom White 

lot of bad stuff has been 
going on in the world re-
cently: heightened tension 

in the Middle East; challenges to 
human rights; climate change; nu-
clear weapons proliferation; an ap-
parent global rise in ‘othering’ and 
hate crimes… the list seems 
endless. As individual human beings 
we seem powerless to affect these 
terrifying events, a veritable tsunami 
of existential dilemmas threatening 
to engulf us all. 

My life began in 1949  – although I 
can’t remember much about that 
inglorious event! By that stage, hu-
manity had entered a nuclear arms 
race between the USA and USSR, 
which climaxed in 1962 with the 
Cuban Missile Crisis. In 1962, I was 
a pimply early teenager attending 
school in Lurgan, Co Armagh, an 
inarticulate version of Greta Thun-
berg, wondering if our time on earth 
was about to come to dramatic end. 
Because in 1962, humanity, homo 
sapiens, we space monkeys, were 
staring down the barrel of total an-
nihilation for the very first time.  We 
still are. 

Life on planet Earth has of course 
always been in danger of natural 
disaster, an asteroid strike for ex-
ample.   But most of the problems 
we face today are of our species’ 
own making, and those problems 
emanate from one source – our 
primitive human brains. “What a 
piece of work is Man”, was Ham-
let’s soliloquy on the human condi-
tion.  We are capable of extremes of 
altruism and callous mass murder.  
We pretended that war was a glori-
ous and gallant thing until World 
War One showed us otherwise. For 
over a century now we’ve known 
that it would be very sensible to 
“take the toys from the boys” and 
lock them away forever.   But we’ve 
never quite managed to put the ge-
nie of mass destruction back in its 
bottle.  Why so? 

The reason for our failure to cope 
with the challenges we have created 

for ourselves lies in the evolution of 
our human brains. First Darwin 
(and more recently Harari) have 
begun to point towards the disturb-
ing fact that our brains may not be 
fit for the purpose of future sur-
vival. The boys have made too 
many wonderful toys! The primitive 
instincts of ‘fear, flight, attack’ were 
brilliant when homo sapiens still 
lived in caves, less so when it comes 
to greed, global warming or nuclear 
weapons.   The rational part of our 
brain is flashing warning lights at 
us, whilst our hard-wired base in-
stincts are, as usual, screaming: 
“Jump the lights.”  We have become 
far and away the most harmful 
species on earth.  We’re killing other 
species. We’re killing ourselves. 

It seems to me that humanity is 
reaching an existential crunch – we 
can stumble on to inevitable disaster 
or we can attempt to deal with the 
root cause of the problem by asking 
science to urgently look at redesign-
ing the brains of future generations 
of our own species.   That’s a big 
ask, an enormous task which raises 
many profound ethical questions.  
But human beings have long been 
tampering with evolution. Selective 
breeding of domestic animals has 
led to startling changes (wolf to 
chihuahua, wild horse to Derby 
winner, for example).   On an indi-
vidual level, women have always 
chosen which man to 
mate with (sorry lads, all 
else is rape); but within 
our own species the rate 
of evolutionary change 
has been painfully slow 
and unpredictable. 

Much has been written 
r ecen t ly about the 
‘threat’ to us of the rise 
of artificial intelligence. 
Homo Sapiens might be 
enslaved or annihilated 

by unfeeling robots. An antidote to 
that threatening future would be 
designing human beings with 
greater intelligence and compassion. 
If science can speed up the evolution 
of our brains, this change is likely to 
happen, at least in the first instance, 
on a small scale in terms of the sev-
en or eight billion people living to-
day.   We would put ourselves in 
danger of a ‘Time Machine’ scenario 
where our species diverges into two, 
three or more separate species.  

We may have to, at least in the 
short-term, live without the luxury 
of democracy. Let’s face it, some of 
the democratic choices our species 
have made recently have not been 
great! Many ethical and practical 
problems have to be faced… Yes, 
these dangers and discomforts do 
exist, but they need to be balanced 
against the present extreme dangers 
of climate change, nuclear war and 
global pandemic.  

Whatever else, life, compassion, joy 
and creativity are wonderful and 
beautiful.   Fear and hate, on the 
other hand, are an existential threat 
to our survival.   As Martin Luther 
King said, “Darkness cannot drive 
out darkness; only light can do that. 
Hate cannot drive out hate; only 
love can do that”.  We may have to, 
with as much compassion and care 
as we can muster, reshape Homo 
Sapiens future by reshaping the 
minds of our descendants, minimis-
ing the primitive instincts that still 
haunt our own brains. There may be 
no other choice for our species.      q        
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Humanity is reaching an 
existential crunch



The Hunchback of Notre Dame (1939) 
Brian McClinton 

N the Victor Hugo novel of 
1831, the title – Notre-Dame 
de Paris (‘Our Lady of Paris’) – 

has a double meaning. On one level 
it alludes to the gypsy woman Es-
meralda, who captures the hearts of 
several men in the story. On the 
other level it refers to the cathedral 
of that name on which the story is 
centred. Indeed, large parts of the 
novel are taken up with Hugo’s 
views on building styles.  

Notre-Dame cathedral is one of the 
finest examples of French Gothic 
architecture with its use of the rib 
vault and flying buttress and its 
enormous rose windows. The build-
ing was started in 1163 under Bish-
op Maurice de Sully and largely 
completed by 1345, though there 
were frequent modifications in the 
following centuries. It suffered con-
siderable damage during the French 
Revolution. 

Hugo wanted to increase awareness 
of medieval Gothic which was being 
replaced by buildings in a newer 
style. This change was even being 
applied to the cathedral itself where 
architectural ‘vandals’ had replaced 
the stained glass panels with white 
glass to let more light into the 
church, which itself was crumbling 
and neglected. Hugo’s protest in the 
novel won the day, and a major 
restoration project began in 1844. 

Unfortunately, not much of this 
aspect of the novel survives today. It 
is little known that Hugo invented 
the story as a drawing in device for 
a treatise on the preservation of 
Gothic architecture. This vulgarisa-
tion is not purely down to Holly-
wood because it began almost im-
mediately. Frederick Shoberl’s 1833 
English translation was published as 
The Hunchback of Notre Dame, 
which became the accepted title in 
English, named after the bellringer 
Quasimodo (literally ‘half-formed’). 
Hugo rebuked this translation  

because he felt it distracted from the 
cathedral and placed too much em-
phasis on the bellringer’s morbidity. 
It also shifts the focus away from 
Esmeralda, who is the tragic hero-
ine, just like the cathedral itself. 

I say ‘tragic’ because in Hugo’s nar-
rative Esmeralda dies by the gallows 
and Quasimodo dies of a broken 
heart (his skeleton is later found 
entwined in an embrace with hers). 
But Hollywood couldn’t tolerate 
such a sad ending, and in the films 
Esmeralda finds her true love. In the 
1923 Lon Chaney film Quasimodo 
is fatally stabbed in the back by 
Frollo, while in the 1939 Charles 
Laughton version Quasimodo sur-
vives, and his powerful last words 
are addressed to a gargoyle on 
which he ruefully leans his head: 
“Why was I was not made of stone 
like thee?” 

More annoying from a non-believ-
er’s viewpoint is that in the novel 
Claude Frollo, the Archdeacon of 
Notre-Dame, is the villain, but Hol-
lywood gives this role to his brother 
Jehan  (Jean in the films), who is 
designated as the Chief Justice of 
Paris. The change in the 1939 film is 
explained by the Hays Motion Pic-
ture Code of 1930, written and pre-
sented to Will Hays, Chairman of 
the Motion Picture Producers and 
Distributors of America, by Daniel 
Lord, a Jesuit priest. Perhaps it 
should really be called  ‘The Lord’s 
Code’. 

Religious groups had campaigned 
for some time for federal censorship 
of the movies. The industry hired 
Hays as a public relations ploy and 
much was made of his conservative 
credentials, including his roles as a 
Presbyterian deacon and past 
chairman of the Republican Party. 
His job was to try to prevent indi-
vidual state censor boards from 
banning films by advising the stu-
dios what not to include, but it 
didn’t work. When Lord presented 
the Code to him, Hays accepted it, 
saying that it was the very thing he 
had been looking for. The studio 
heads agreed to make the Code the 
rule of the industry, though they 
were less enthusiastic about it than 
Hays. It was finally abandoned in 
the late 1960s when enforcement 
had become impossible. 

One of its specific restrictions was 
that “The ridicule of religion was 
forbidden, and ministers of religion 
were not to be represented as com-
ic characters or villains”. Consider-
ing that anticlericalism was one of 
Hugo’s main themes, this is a seri-
ous omission, especially as in later 
life Hugo called himself a ‘free-
thinker’ and in his will he stipulat-
ed that he should be buried with-
out a crucifix or priest. 

ND yet, despite all these 
imperfections, the 1939 film 
version of the novel is a 

masterpiece of cinema. There are so 
many reasons. Let’s start with the 
acting. As the carrillonist Quasi-
modo, Charles Laughton gives one 
of the most unforgettable perfor-
mances in film history. The Ameri-
can film critic Pauline Kael de-
scribed it as ‘an appallingly 
masochistic performance’, but it 
works perfectly and is entirely in 
keeping with Victor Hugo’s con-
ception. Laughton’s bravura por-
trayal evokes immense pity, for 
tragically encased in this repulsive 
body is a truly tender heart.      ––>
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Hugo’s point, of course, is that 
although we may be seduced by the 
appearance of a beautiful woman, 
we should never forget that ulti-
mately it is superficial and often 
leads to destructive passions. Real 
beauty lies beneath the surface. In 
the current world dominated by 
images and labels, it is a particular-
ly relevant message. Laughton en-
capsulates this truth perfectly: un-
like the Lon Chaney version, there 
is no bitterness in his Quasimodo, 
only a misunderstood and beautiful 
soul. He is a Christlike figure, pre-
pared to sacrifice himself without 
demanding anything in return. 

As if inspired by Laughton’s tour 
de force, the rest of the cast rise to 
the occasion. Cedric Hardwicke as 
Frollo is evil incarnate, Thomas 
Mitchell is marvellous as Clopin, 
the self-styled ‘king of the beggars’, 
Edmond O’Brien in his cinema 
debut perfectly captures the ideal-
ism of the poet and playwright 
Pierre Gringoire, and a 19-year-old 
Maureen O’Hara is splendidly sen-
sual as Esmeralda, the gipsy dancer. 
It is rare to witness five actors in 
one film performing at the top of 
their game. 

The directing by William Dieterle, 
a German who left for America in 
1930, is also masterly. It is not just 
a matter of eliciting great perfor-
mances from the cast. Dieterle cre-
ates a superb evocation of late me-
dieval life, complete with vast, rich-
ly detailed sets, vigorous crowd 
scenes and, towering over it all as 
in the novel,  the awesome presence 
of Notre-Dame itself – or rather a 
mock-up built in California’s San 
Fernando Valley at a cost of 
$250,000. Dieterle indeed manages 
to capture the novel’s depiction of 
multiple strata of medieval society 
within a single panorama. 

Hugo’s novel, written when he was 
29, is not only a work of great pas-
sion but is also full of ideas about 
art and life. He believed that for 
thousands of years architecture was 
the greatest form of art because its 
buildings endured and were acces-
sible. The peak of its achievement 
was the beginning of the Renais-
sance in late medieval times be-
cause it was an architecture of 
freedom and the people. Books and 
manuscripts, on the other hand, 
were fragile and destructible. But 

the printing press, invented by  
Johannes Gutenberg around 1440, 
changed all that. Here was a means 
of disseminating ideas cheaply to 
the mass of people that would cre-
ate a huge demand for learning and 
knowledge. This transformation is 
dramatised in a print shop at the 
beginning of the film in an argu-
ment between King Louis XI  
(Harry Davenport) and Frollo, who 
opposes the new invention as a 
threat to the existing order. The 
King replies: “The cathedrals are 
the handwriting of the past. The 
press is of our time, and I won’t do 
anything to stop it”. Notably, the 
book being printed is entitled On 
the Freedom of Thought. 

This opening scene succinctly cap-
tures Hugo’s own view. The written 
word was now the dominant art 
form. But the hybrid Gothic/Ro-
manesque architecture of late me-
dieval times displayed a free creative 
style that needed to be preserved as 
an inspiration for all art and litera-
ture in the future. The best of the 
old would be a guide to the best of 
the new. 

Freedom itself is another theme of 
the novel. According to Hugo in 
the preface, he was inspired to 
write the work by discovering the 
Greek word ‘ananke’ carved into a 
wall in the cathedral. It refers to 
the Greek goddess who personified 
‘fate’ or ‘destiny’. Throughout the 
work the author stresses that the 
pursuit of noble ideals such as 
freedom, love, truth and knowledge 
is constantly thwarted by a surren-
der to the imagined forces of fate.  

Thus Frollo is a determinist who 
believes that nothing can stop him 
from having Esmeralda. Just as the 
fly is inevitably caught in the spi-
der's web, he thinks that she is 
bound to fall into one of his traps. 
Yet he misses the irony that he is 
the one who is trapped in his own 
lust and sexual repression (and, 
being the priest in the novel, by 
superstitious religion). The lesson is 
that by taking responsibility for 
our actions and acting with others, 
we can behave morally and thereby 
defeat ‘fate’ and become ‘free’. 

Like Hugo’s later novel, Les Mis-
érables, the democratic rights of the 
people are central to Notre-Dame 
de Paris. Just as the cathedral is a 
work built and rebuilt over cen-
turies by no individual artist but is 
“the offspring of a nation’s effort”, 
so too progress in future will be 
based on people power. “All civili-
sation begins with a theocracy and 
ends with a democracy”, Hugo 
writes in Book 5, Chapter 2. As a 
member of the French Assembly in 
the late 1840s he campaigned for 
universal suffrage and free educa-
tion for all children. In short, Hugo 
believed in progress, which he iden-
tified with the forces of freedom 
and democracy. And, as he famous-
ly remarked, “no army can with-
stand the strength of an idea whose 
time has come”. 

We should also note that the script 
of the 1939 film, written by the 
Russian Jew Sonya Levien and 
made in August and September of 
that year around the outbreak of 
World War Two, contains timely 
parallels between the persecuted 
Jews in Germany and the mistreat-
ed gypsies in 15th century Paris. 
This is perfectly in  keeping with 
Hugo’s concerns. In 1882 he led a 
protest meeting in Paris to de-
nounce the pogroms in Russia that 
were devastating Jewish communi-
ties. He also defended Alfred Drey-
fus, the Jewish officer scapegoated 
by the French army. 

Notre Dame de Paris in some edi-
tions runs to 940 pages. It is im-
possible in a two-hour film to do  
full justice to its narrative, ideas 
and themes. But the spirit of the 
novel shines through in this 1939 
Hunchback. Ignore all other ver-
sions – this is one of the all-time 
great movies.                                q                                                                   
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After Θ God  

OVITIATE life continued apace. We weren’t gener-
ally allowed visitors during novitiate but an excep-
tion was made for my Uncle John in November 1980 

before his return to South Africa. He concelebrated Mass for 
the novitiate. I hoped my fellow novices would like him. I 
was a bit embarrassed that he preached for 20 minutes but 
afterwards a confrère spoke warmly of him and loved my 
Uncle John’s expression urging us to enjoy the novitiate and 
‘Lap it up’.    
  
One evening I happened to knock on a confrère’s door. In-
side were three novices, the lights dimmed, the curtains 
drawn – a whiff of subterfuge. 

‘Come in, Joe!’ 
‘What’s going on?’ 
‘We’ve got a cassette of The Life of Brian!’ 

Monty Python’s 1979 film was banned in Ireland. But the 
audio tape worked its comic genius on us. I nearly died 
laughing.   

Occasionally, we had a ‘congé’, when we were allowed to 
leave Milltown, each with pocket money of about seven 
pounds. 

Sometimes a few of us cycled to Dún Laoighaire, walked the 
pier and had a pint. Or we would borrow a house car and 
drive to Wicklow and go hillwalking. Or we would go into 
town to see a movie. One confrère loved to dress in his best 
clothes and walk up and down Grafton Street savouring the 
sight of girls. 

When a priest died, dozens of Marist Fathers concelebrated 
the mass. 

‘It’s impressive to see so many turn up,’ I said to Father Bri-
an Keenan, a much-loved and popular priest. 
Pursing his lips and winking, he retorted, ‘Not always. When 
one bastard died who had taught us in Milltown, half the 
priests turned up to make sure he was dead!’ I had not con-
sidered that earlier regimes were different to ours. 

‘Some made life Hell for us,’ said Brian. ‘And our theologi-
cal training was abysmal. All we did was regurgitate Latin 
texts which we didn’t understand. It was ordained 
ignorance!’ 

We were growing into adulthood in Milltown. 
‘Remember those psychological tests before we joined?’ 
asked a novice. ‘That thinly veiled picture of an erect penis 
and we had to write down what we saw? I thought, no way 
am I putting that down - they’ll think I’m a pervert. Today 
I’d just write down what I saw. We came in too young, Joe!’ 

Lectures on celibacy began. Father Denis Green said, 
‘Brothers, priests of my generation were taught that sex was 
wrong. Our human formation was deficient. Nowadays, we 
see sexuality as an integral part of the human personality – it 
is part of our relationship with God. Rejecting our affectivity 
or thinking poorly of marriage isn’t an option for priests.’ 

I had been taught that celibacy was a higher calling than 
marriage. If both were equal I wondered why be celibate? I 
wanted to be a priest but I also yearned for intimacy, affec-
tion and an exclusive relationship. 

‘Some priests seem crushed – not enriched – by celibacy,’ 
observed a novice. 
‘Some men were ordained who shouldn’t have been. Others 
might have been put in ministries for which they were un-
suited,’ replied Denis. 

I was struck by this admission that some men were ordained 
who shouldn’t have been. Were priests called by God or was 
the Church just a human club, with men alone deciding who 
was ordained? 

Denis continued: ‘If Rome were to permit priests to marry in 
the future, as members of a religious congregation we would 
still not be allowed to marry. Secular priests promise celiba-
cy to their bishop. We make a vow of celibacy to God for 
life.’ That too was news to me. There was much debate about 
a married priesthood and I was dismayed to hear that if the 
rule changed that I would be stuck with celibacy. 

The Superior said that priests must love but not genitally. We 
were not to repress the sexual desire but ‘if you are turned on 
by someone, don’t tell that person. And if you can’t resist the 
sexual urge, get out of there. Either terminate the relationship 
or give it space so you remain faithful to your vows.’ 

‘I still need human love and friendship,’ he continued. ‘Our 
community life is vital to help us live celibacy. Friendships 
in community are important. Non-exclusive, non-genital 
spiritual friendships are good for celibates, so long as the 
relationship remains open and honest. There are risks. When 
you’re nineteen, a sexual attraction can occur.’ 

‘Are you saying we could fall in love with one another?’ 
asked a novice. 
‘Yes,’ said the priest. 
‘Men loving men?’ retorted the novice. ‘I can’t imagine that.’ 
The priest responded: ‘Well maybe it won’t happen for you. 
But Freud taught us that relatively few people are exclusive-
ly heterosexual or homosexual. Most people are somewhere 
along the spectrum. Even if this is theoretical to you now, 
before long it won’t be.’ 

© Joe Armstrong 2020
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involved rethinking everything



Arguments for the Existence of God 
 5. The Argument from Religious Experience 

Brian McClinton 

fifth ‘proof’ of 
the existence of 
God is the argu-

ment from personal ex-
perience. It asserts that it 
is only possible to expe-
rience that which exists, 
and therefore the phe-
nomenon of religious 
experience demonstrates 
the existence of God. In 
short, if people experi-
ence God, then there 
must be a God.  

In The Existence of God 
(1979) Richard Swinburne asserts 
two principles in support of this 
argument. First, he refers to the 
principle of credulity, which states 
that: “How things seem to be is 
good grounds for a belief about 
how things are”. For the most part, 
we should assume that things are 
the way that they appear to be.  

Second, there is the principle of tes-
timony, which states that, for the 
most part, we should not doubt 
what people report about their ex-
perience, provided there are no spe-
cial considerations such as being 
drunk or affected by drugs. If it 
looks like a duck, swims like a duck 
and quacks like a duck, then it 
probably is a duck. 

The argument goes something like 
this: 

1. If an entity is experienced, then 
it  must exist. 

2.  God is the sort of being that it is   
     possible to experience directly. 
3. People claim to have experienced 

God directly. 
4. Therefore God exists. 

A number of objections arise here. 
First, if religious experiences exist, 
what criteria are there for distin-
guishing the genuine ones from the 
illusions? To claim that an experi-
ence indicates an objective fact, 

there must exist objective and ratio-
nal methods of demonstration. Oth-
erwise we would have to grant the 
existence of every god that various 
people have felt to exist, including 
rain gods, tree gods and war gods. 
Swinburne’s principles are too trust-
ing of the stories people tell. To re-
port, for example, that we have 
‘seen God’ arguably involves imagi-
nation rather than perception, so 
that the object of the experience is 
not something that exists objectively 
in the world but rather is something 
that exists subjectively in the mind 
of the person having the experience. 
  
People often misunderstand the 
state of their own minds and the 
cause of their feelings and emotions. 
Hildegard of Bingen, the 12th cen-
tury abbess and mystic, claimed to 
have visions from the age of 3 but, 
from her descriptions of seeing ‘the 
shade of the living light’, many have 
concluded that she actually suffered 
from migraines. Epileptic seizures, 
sleep and food deprivation, drugs, 
hypnosis and neurological disorders 
can also cause hallucinatory effects. 
Temporal lobe epilepsy is a condi-
tion that may have affected a num-
ber of the world’s spiritual figures, 
including St. Paul, Mohammed, 
Joan of Arc and St. Teresa of Avila, 
the 16th century Spanish nun and 
mystic. The last has been described 
by one expert as a ‘severe hysterical 

psychotic’. Joseph 
Breur, Freud’s col-
league, described her as 
‘the patron saint of 
hysteria’. So-called near 
death experiences in 
which some people 
claim to have met Jesus 
or floated outside their 
own body can be ex-
plained by hypoxia, 
caused by lack of oxy-
gen to the brain and 
the visual cortex in 
traumatic events. 

A second criticism is the problem of 
conflicting experiences, which are 
inevitably shaped by the religious 
traditions in which they occur. Ad-
herents of all faiths claim to have 
had experiences that validate those 
religions. But they cannot all be 
valid because the various religions 
are mutually inconsistent.  

A Catholic may claim to have had 
visions of the Virgin Mary, as did 
Bernadette of Lourdes, but we 
would be astonished to a hear a 
Protestant describing such experi-
ences. Neither, of course, would 
claim to have seen visions of the 
female Hindu deity Lakshmi, the 
goddess of light, not least because 
the single Christian god is tradition-
ally male. 

Again, if I gaze in wonder at the 
night sky or walk in daylight 
through the woods and experience 
birds singing, the wind blowing on 
my cheeks, numerous wild flowers 
in bloom and the sun shining 
through the trees, unless my senses 
have been impaired, I know that I 
have experienced these things, and I 
may feel awe at the sheer beauty of 
nature. But some people go further 
and say that they have experienced 
something transcending the self or 
even the actual presence of God. But 
can a god be experienced in this 
way?                                          ––> 
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THE CURSE OF NATIONALISM; 
CONTD FROM P7


on the UNESCO endangered lan-
guages list. That’s the depth of irra-
tionality to which such identitari-
anism plunges. 

On our island the dead weight of 
historical grievances is still too 
heavily hanging around people’s 
necks. Nationalists and Unionists 
make sure it’ll stay there. Overcom-
ing it will take time. As will stop-
ping the newly aroused, nuclear-
armed nationalisms of Russia, Is-
rael, the US, India or China. I can’t 
see it. 

The long game is: the ‘racial mix’ 
we’re getting these days can’t be  

undone, not with all those refugees  
and migrants coming here to fill 
the places of the children Euro-
peans aren’t making themselves 
anymore  – and even the Royals are 
at it now! It’s a very long game. 

But then capitalism is already 
transnational, powerful banks and 
companies operating worldwide,  
owned by pension funds, billion-
aires and shareholders from  
anywhere on this planet.  

Everything is standardised,  
financialised, hedge-funded,  
commercialised and soulless.  

We’re seen not as citizens but as 
‘consumers’. So people crave ‘iden-
tity’. May they find it in their 
community, class, trade, sport, mu-
sic, good works and train-spotting. 
But please not in nationalism!  

Rainforests, global capitalism and  
warming, hunger, epidemics, arms 
and drugs trade etc – all this can’t  
be tackled by competing nation-
states. These are the problems of all 
humankind, which is our real iden-
tity. That’s where Humanism comes  
in. But we’re coming in very, very 
late.                                                       q                                                             
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Many philosophers, including 
Aquinas as well as Kant, have  
argued that God is simply beyond 
our experience  – so much so that 
for Aquinas our ability just to 
speak of God is strictly limited. It 
does seem odd that a god would let 
some people but not others ‘expe-
rience’ him. In much the same way, 
He apparently answers some 
prayers but ignores others and 
performs occasional miracles 
amidst wholesale atrocities. All 
would appear to testify to a highly 
whimsical deity. 

Finally, it is sometimes said that 
religion is only for those who need 
crutches. This seemingly frivolous 
remark actually expresses some-
thing quite important. You hear 
plenty of stories of drug addicts, 
terminal patients, bereaved rela-
tives, murderers, terrorists and 
unhappy people 'turning to God'. 
But it would be absurd if someone 
said: “I was happy with my life, 
could cope with injustice, was not 
afraid of death and generally had a 
sense of wellbeing. Then suddenly I 

accepted Jesus into my heart!” It 
would be absurd because religion 
has nothing to offer a person like 
this. Of course, there are many 
people who are not so gratified 
with life. They may therefore 
choose to use the idea of a god to 
fill up the gaps in their happiness, 
just as others drag in a god to ac-
count for something which science 
has not yet explained. 

All the main so-called 'proofs' of 
the existence of a god are thus seen 
to be be totally fallacious. On the 
other hand, there are many argu-
ments against the existence of such 
a being. Can perfection create im-
perfection and yet remain perfect? 
Can an all-powerful and all-loving 

being create hatred, misery and 
suffering and yet remain both all-
powerful to be able to prevent it 
and all-loving to want to prevent 
it? If God caused the universe, 
what caused God? If the universe 
always existed, what role is there 
for a god anyway? 

Humanists believe that the idea of 
an all-knowing and all-powerful 
god belongs to the dustbin of his-
tory. Nietzsche’s question  – Is Man 
one of God’s blunders or is God 
one of man’s blunders?  –  is an-
swered by saying that God is man’s 
blunder and we should throw off 
the shackles of a discredited, out-
moded, repressive, dangerous and 
unnecessary idea and instead as-
sume responsibility for our own 
lives and the lives of others.  

We should have the courage to rely 
on ourselves and our own powers. 
We should think, feel and act for 
ourselves and abide by the logic of 
results. We should, as Bertrand 
Russell suggested, remember our 
humanity, and forget the rest.       q                                         
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The Quotable Darwin 
Janet Browne • Princeton University Press, 2018  

David McConnell 

ANET Browne is the great biographer of 
Charles Darwin (1809-1882). She pub-
lished the widely acclaimed 2 volumes 

Charles Darwin Voyaging and Charles Dar-
win: The Power of Place. Browne graduated in 
science at Trinity College Dublin in 1972, 
turning to the history of science and especially 
to Darwin, and now holds the Aramont Chair 
of the History of Science at Harvard. 

Darwin wrote about 20 large books, hundreds 
of articles and thousands of letters.  He is one 
of the small number of people who by their 
own effort can be said to have made the world 
modern.  Of course he is famous for the theory 
of evolution by natural selection.  His carefully 
and modestly proposed hypothesis (shared 
with Alfred Russel Wallace) was controversial – it chal-
lenged and undermined the conventional religious beliefs of 
Jews, Christians and Muslims.  If true then Genesis was little 
more than a good children’s story.  

Now Browne has published The Quotable Darwin making 
Darwin, the astonishing scientist and lovable family man, so 
accessible. The well-known quotations are there but most 
are new to me.  He wrote beautifully, nowhere better than 
the last sentence of On The Origin of Species [1859]. 

“There is grandeur in this view of life, with its several pow-
ers, having been originally breathed into a few forms or into 
one; and that, whilst this planet has gone cycling on accord-
ing to the fixed law of gravity, from so simple a beginning 
endless forms most beautiful and most wonderful have been, 
and are being evolved”.   

This was amended in the 2nd to 6th editions to read: 

“….having been originally breathed by the Creator into a 
few forms or into one….” 

Browne includes the original (p115) and the amended ver-
sion (p145) without comment.  Of course this amendment 
set the hare running and it still is for some people – did 
Darwin believe in God? 

This is answered by Browne’s selection of 18 quotations.  
They show the way his ideas developed over 50 years.   
We can see how he moved from having conventional reli-
gious beliefs in his youth, through theism when writing Ori-
gin, which he says gradually became weaker. By 1879, three 
years before his death, he writes that he is essentially agnos-
tic and it is likely that he had been for many years.  He did 
not believe that “the Bible was a divine revelation”, nor did 
he believe in “Jesus Christ as the Son of God”. Several quo-
tations are taken from his Autobiography. It was written in 
1876 and published after his death in 1887, with some parts 

on religion censored by and for the family. In 
1958 Autobiography was revised by his grand-
daughter Nora Barlow who restored 6000 
words.  One quotation tells us that his “disbe-
lief … was at last complete”. The thought that 
“my Father, Brother and almost all my best 
friends … (who do not believe) ….  will be 
everlastingly punished” by God was just one 
reason for agreeing with them. 

He knew that Origin was disturbing;  he was 
constrained by his deep love for his wife, who 
was devout, and family, and for his many faith-
ful friends. He was determined to “avoid writ-
ing on religion”.  He was “biased by the pain it 
would give … my family, if I aided in any di-
rect attacks on religion”. He preferred his work 

to speak for itself – which it did.   

In general we can conclude that Darwin was a humanist – 
the term meaning that nothing we do or believe is affected 
by anything supernatural – nature holds the explanations 
for everything including the evolution of organisms, human 
beings, societies, civilisations, free will and morality. I sus-
pect he left the word “Creator” in Origin because for him it 
meant “Nature”. 

I was always affected by his admiration for native peoples –  
though not all of them.  He was sure they were all members 
of the same species. Colour was a superficial quality – if I 
remember rightly, he thought highly of the Tahitians and 
South Africans but did not like the Maoris – they were too 
warlike. But he was hard on Europeans too. So I was de-
lighted to see the strong condemnations of slavery in the 
quotes and his observation that “Wherever the European 
has trod, death seems to pursue the aboriginal”. I was 
touched by his humility on his theory of the Great Valley of 
Scotland which was wrong – all the more meaningful be-
cause he gave way to a different theory by Agassiz, the huge-
ly respected geologist, who never accepted evolution. And it 
was good to see William Thompson (Lord Kelvin) in the 
quotations – people tend to overlook that he was Irish! He 
accepted evolution but not the Darwinian mechanism of 
natural selection.   

It was also good to see Samuel Haughton there – his fine 
portrait in the Common Room of Trinity should not excuse 
the fact that he did not accept Darwinism. In fact he was the 
first to rush to print against Darwin. He was a good man 
who for many years fought for the admission of women to 
Trinity, starting in 1880.  His opposition to Darwin does not 
read as if he had read him! 

Now all of us have a chance to speed read Darwin through 
Janet Browne’s thoughtful choice of what he wrote as well 
as what some others said about him.                                            q
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The Irrational Ape 
David Robert Grimes • Simon and Schuster • 2019 • £14.99  

Bob Rees 

VERY living person on Earth 
owes their very existence to a 
man called Stanislav Petrov from 

Vladivostok in Russia.  At the height of 
the Cold War in 1983, he was in charge 
of a Soviet early warning station when 
they spotted five incoming American 
intercontinental ballistic missiles. His 
orders were to inform Moscow imme-
diately, thereby initiating a chain of 
mutually assured destruction (MAD), a 
nuclear holocaust which would have 
obliterated all human life on Earth. 

Instead, he decided that his equipment 
must be faulty! He reasoned that if the 
US were to launch a pre-emptive attack, 
it would be an all-out attack with thou-
sands of missiles to overwhelm the So-
viet defences and wipe them out before 
they could respond. A mere five missiles didn’t make 
sense to him, and the fact that we are here today is testi-
mony to the veracity of his reasoning. The equipment did 
indeed turn out to be faulty. Nevertheless Petrov was 
severely reprimanded, the whole matter was hushed up 
by the military, and the world never heard of the incident 
until 1998. The Author of The Irrational Ape uses this 
and similar thought-provoking stories throughout the 
book to illustrate the fact that, especially when emotions 
are running high, logic and clear reasoning are absolutely 
vital. 

It is this ability to reason and infer that best charac-
terises humans as a species, and The Irrational Ape is a 
warning that most of us are blithely abandoning this 
unique endowment.   This is readily apparent when we 
consider the worldwide rise of populism in politics, and 
anti-intellectualism in popular attitudes to matters such 
as fluoridation, immigration, creationism, holistic cures, 
and GM foods, for example. This trend away from rea-
son is being promoted by single-minded populists and 
devious propagandists. Bertrand Russell observed that 
“in the modern world, the stupid are cocksure while the 
intelligent are full of doubt”, leaving absolutists and 
fundamentalists to manipulate public opinion. 

The author’s frustration with anti-intellectuals is palpa-
ble.  He points out that if we don’t ask for evidence, we 
are powerless against the demagogues, dictators and 
charlatans who daily seek to exploit us, though he ad-
mits that healthy scepticism can be painful, often re-
quiring the slaughter of a sacred cow or two (such as 
religious belief). 

Dr. Grimes warns against accepting combative debate 
as an arbiter of truth, pointing out that debate usually 

rewards the most devious and manipu-
lative orators who seek a veneer of 
legitimacy for their untenable claims, 
and who use sophistry, fallacy and 
emotion to sway their audiences. He 
claims that topics such as climate 
change or vaccine efficacy are factual 
matters, no more suitable for ‘debate’ 
than is the existence of Greenland. But 
in order to drum up a newsworthy 
controversy, the media frequently give 
false equivalence to the claims of cli-
mate change deniers, anti-vaxxers and 
others with a flat-earth mentality.   

When the vast weight of evidence and 
the scientific consensus points one way, 
unsupported claims that the opposite 
direction is equally valid give credibili-
ty to nonsense, while the media justify 

their stance by claiming that they are only demonstrat-
ing their impartiality. The author offers several in-
stances, such as: the tobacco industry’s doubt cam-
paigns implying that the cases for and against smoking 
were equally valid; the equal air-time given to argu-
ments for creationism against the established facts 
demonstrating evolution; the claims for the greater effi-
cacy of homeopathy and ‘natural’ cures against estab-
lished medicine; and emotive doubts about the safety of 
nuclear power stations and genetically-modified crops 
in the face of factual historical and scientific evidence. 
Such undue media attention to marginal opinion is 
newsworthy, but it is disinformation, at best confusing 
and misleading for consumers of news.  

While warning against debate, Dr. Grimes commends 
informal discussion as a means for helping our views to 
evolve and develop, encouraging us to ask ourselves 
‘why do I think that?’ If we are to tackle problems such 
as climate change, antibiotic resistance and geopolitical 
instability, we urgently need to think like scientists, re-
flecting before we react, guided by evidence over emo-
tion and readily changing our minds when the evidence 
changes. But he warns that the social media are the 
worst place for such a discussion.    

Charlatans know how to exploit the social media. They 
know: that we hear what we want to hear and disre-
gard the rest; that it is much harder to debunk a myth 
or a rumour than it is to initiate it; and that lies travel 
farther, faster and deeper than truth, especially when 
they elicit emotions such as disgust, fear or anger, and 
when they are repeated many times and appear to come 
from multiple sources. They know that an absence of 
simple, easily-understood answers is fertile ground for 
conspiracy theories, such as the notion that              ––>
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mobile phones cause cancer; and that sowing disagree-
ment about basic facts and premises will effectively 
stymie all constructive discussion. Even without any ma-
licious intent, the most popular social media sites feed 
only cherry-picked confirmatory information to mem-
bers of like-minded groups in order to maximise their 
number of ‘clicks’ (and hence, revenue), but incidentally 
reinforcing their beliefs through confirmation bias and 
echo chamber effects. Subsequently, it becomes impossi-
ble for different groups which have been fed contradicto-
ry information to agree even on basic premises, making 
discussion impossible. 

Intellectualism is anathema to demagogues, fascists, pop-
ulists and flat-earthers, hence their attacks on ‘eggheads’, 
‘intellectuals’ and qualified scientists. Dr. Grimes ac-
knowledges that the rejection of science is often also mo-
tivated by ideology, especially political conservatism. But 
in this age of fake news and disinformation, he quotes 
Voltaire: “Those that can make us believe absurdities can 
drive us to atrocity”, making us malleable to all evils, 
because divided, we are incapable of collaborating. 

He warns against an over-dependence on our own per-
sonal experiences, showing that our memories are fallible 
and undependable as sources of factual information, and 
our perceptions are often no better. We see things that 
aren’t there under the influence of psychedelic drugs and 
sleep deprivation, but also as suckers impressed by the 
spiritualist’s trickery,  fortune tellers’ ‘rainbow ruse’, al-
ternative medicine’s dependence on placebo effects, and 
the water diviner’s exploitation of the ubiquity of water. 
  
The book contains several anecdotes about misunder-
stood statistics, including the Monty Hall problem, sta-
tistical probabilities, and the effects of correlation fallaci-
es and confounding variables. Relative statistics always 
sound more sensational than absolute numbers, and sig-
nificantly, drug companies use relative terms.   But Big 
Pharma gets off lightly in this book, which has its sights 
set firmly on ‘alternative’ treatments, from reflexology to 
homeopathy to craniosacral therapy, which, the author 
claims, are ‘verified’ using dodgy data/statistics from bad-
ly designed trials which have not been properly peer re-
viewed, and which depend on phenomena such as place-
bo effects, regression toward the mean, and the patient’s 
own immune system for their apparent efficacy.  

The ‘wellness industry’, which covers natural 
holistic mind-body-spirit health products and 
procedures, is worth a staggering $4.2 million 
million p.a., including detox and cleanse prod-
ucts ($5,000m p.a) and alternative medicines 
($360,000m p.a.). Dr. Grimes claims that “pseu-
do-profound bullshit is endemic in the Wellness 
community”, quoting as an example, “wholeness 
quiets infinite phenomena”, (which seems pretty 
unarguable, to me), and he warns us against 
being swayed by anecdotes or testimony, espe-
cially from ‘celebrities’.   The difference between 
science and pseudo-science is often blurred: it 
depends primarily on the quality and the totality 
of the evidence, the validity of the logic used, 
and the testability of the claims, bearing in mind 
that the burden of proof rests on those making 
the claim. 

As an instinctive opponent of nuclear energy, I was 
swayed by the chapter describing the effects of the Cher-
nobyl and Fukushima disasters. Chernobyl was spectacu-
larly badly managed after the accident, yet the UN Scien-
tific Committee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation (UN-
SCEAR) reported that, after 20 years, a total of 28 fire-
men had died from acute radiation sickness and a further 
15 from thyroid cancer. That’s all. This massively contra-
dicts Greenpeace’s claims of 93,000 fatalities in Cher-
nobyl.  

Similarly, Japan’s Fukushima incident led to only a single 
death attributable to radiation, but 16,000 attributable 
to the tsunami that caused it. Conversely, the 1975 fail-
ure of the Banqiao hydroelectric dam in China killed 
171,000 people and displaced 11 million more, and fossil 
fuels kill over 5.5 million every year from air pollution 
alone. Nuclear power offers an alternative to fossil fuels 
which currently release 100 million tons of CO2 into the 
atmosphere every day. So,  assuming Dr Grimes’ data are 
correct (the discrepancy with Greenpeace’s data needs an 
explanation), then surely we must reconsider the nuclear 
option. There is no shame in being wrong, just in refus-
ing to admit our mistakes when faced with conflicting 
evidence. However, changing minds alone is insufficient; 
as emotional creatures who feel first and think later, con-
current changes of heart are equally vital…and nuclear 
radiation is invisible and scary. 
  
In the course of this excellent book, the author includes 
over twenty five examples of logical fallacies such as the 
false dichotomy, the non sequitur and the straw man 
argument, which are routinely used by those who would 
manipulate our beliefs and behaviour. They are embed-
ded in stories which he uses to illustrate the supreme 
importance of critical thinking in these times of fake 
news and populism. 
  
  
Dr. David Robert Grimes, scientist and cancer researcher, 
was born in Dublin in 1985, and studied in DCU and 
Oxford Universities. It is a measure of his distaste for 
pseudo-science that in June last year, he launched legal 
proceedings against the well-known anti-vaxxer Gemma 
O’Doherty, following her criticism of his campaign for a 
greater uptake of the HPV vaccine.                                q                                                                 
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Experiences with a Humanist Book Club  

Alan Tuffery 

N 2017 members of the North 
Dublin Humanist Community 
floated the idea of a Humanist 

Book Club as part of its activities. 
The idea was to discuss texts of 
relevance to humanism, broadly 
viewed. The Book Club has now 
been working well for just over two 
years and it might be useful to other 
groups to learn of our experiences. 
  
The Book Club has its own mailing list and is 
advertised in the HAI newsletter (and sometimes the 
Facebook page). In principle, the group is open to any-
one, but most of the time, the participants are from the 
core group of regulars. That core is about six members, 
four of whom can be relied upon to attend each meeting 
having read the book. We meet monthly in one another’s 
houses. There is no wine — too many drivers and we’re 
far too serious! There is cake, but strictly no competitive 
baking. 
  
The group has established a pattern of alternating short-
er (not more than about 150 pages) and longer (around 
300 pages or so) texts. The texts are decided at least two 
months in advance to allow time to get through the texts. 
Very occasionally someone who has read a mighty tome, 
such as Pinker’s Better Angels of Our Nature (over 500 
pages), is very keen to share it and we have compromised 
by reading the last couple of chapters which summarise 
the main arguments and conclusions. The ‘expert’ leads 
the discussion and fills in the gaps for the rest of the 
group. An alternative is to split the discussion of a book 
over more than one meeting. 
  
The book club has given us a chance to practise the hu-
manist virtues of respect and reason as we share views 
and disagree from time to time. Discussing various texts 
has been very rewarding by introducing us to a range of 
new ideas as well as digging deeper into ideas with which 
we are more familiar. Discussions are stimulated on a 
variety of topics, from free will, to human rights, to the 
basis of humanist morality. 
  
A great advantage has been the books we would not 
have found or read for ourselves. For example, our first 
book was Viktor Frankl’s Man’s Search for Meaning, a 
short and very powerful memoir of a Nazi death camp. It 
turned out that nearly all of us possessed a copy, but had 
put off reading it for fear of the emotionally powerful 
content. 
  
Two themes have emerged. The first is the possibility of 
change in ourselves by ‘reframing’ events — an impor-
tant idea in Stoicism and the ‘talking therapies’. The sec-
ond, is that there are some very crisp demolitions of reli-
gious ideas out there, from writers such as Sam Harris 
and AC Grayling (to name but a few). 

 Perhaps the most valuable out-
come has been that we have all 
gained new friends whose views, 
ideas and knowledge we respect. 
  
Not every group will have the num-
ber of members who want to make 
the commitment to have a separate 
book club, but it might be worth 

devoting one or two of the regular 
monthly meetings to the discussion of a text. 
  
By way of stimulating groups and individuals, I add be-
low a list of the texts we’ve examined so far. I’ve separat-
ed them into shorter and longer texts. 

  
SHORTER BOOKS 
  
A C Grayling — Against all Gods [65 pp] 
Julian Huxley — The Humanist Frame [40 pp] 
Richard Oerton — The Nonsense of Free Will 
AC Grayling — What is Good? (Chs 7-9 ~100 pp) 
Richard Dawkins — The Magic of Reality 
Atul Gawande — Being Mortal 
Sam Harris — Letter to a Christian Nation [96 pp] 
Viktor Frankl — Man’s Search for Meaning 
Aldous Huxley — Brave New world 
AC Grayling — What is Good? (Chs 7-9 ~100 pp). 
Dawkins, Dennett, Harris, Hitchens (2019) — The 
Four Horsemen: The Discussion that Sparked an 
Atheist Revolution 
  
LONGER BOOKS 

Ben Goldacre — Bad Science 
Bob Rees — Secular Humanism 
Stephen Pinker — The Better  
Angels of Our Nature (last two 
chapters) 
Terry Pratchett — A Slip of the 
Keyboard 
Margaret Atwood — The Handmaid’s Tale 
Massimo Piugliucci — How to Be a Stoic: Ancient 
Wisdom for Modern Living 
Kevin Mitchell (2018)  — Innate: How the Wiring of 
Our Brains Makes Us What We Are 
Sam Harris — Waking Up: Searching for Spirituality 
Without Religion 
Yuval Noah Harari (2015) — Sapiens: A Brief History 
of Humankind        
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T is unusual to review a film before 
it is released but the UK showing 
has twice been postponed and if you 
blink you are likely to miss its brief 

appearance in Northern Ireland cinemas. 
Dark Waters is based on the book Expo-
sure, which is a remarkable personal 
account of a lawyer who spent two 
decades fighting the huge chemical giant 
DuPont over its alleged pollution of 
drinking water and suspected poisoning 
of thousands of ordinary people and 
employees, possibly leading to severe 
illnesses and cancer. The book provides 
an account of how chemical companies 
refuse to take responsibility for the re-
lease of toxics into the environment, 
leading to levels of poisonous chemicals 
in our bodies. Robert Bilott, the author, 
and other lawyers have been very successful in winning 
several claims against DuPont in court leading to mil-
lions of dollars in compensation to victims and to cover 
the cost of water purification plants. However, despite 
the mass of scientific evidence against DuPont and an-
other company 3M, that led to these legal successes, the 
company still denies any wrong doing.  

In a bizarre press release, responding to the Dark Waters 
film, DuPont claim not to be the company portrayed in 
the film and deny that there were any negative health 
effects from pollution and even repeat stories used in the 
early days of the dispute, blaming the deaths of cattle 
and wildlife on bad farming practices, despite chemicals 
being discharged onto farms. The lawyers proved, 
through searching DuPont’s internal documents and sci-
entific studies, that DuPont were aware of the risks for 
over 20 years and tried to cover things up.     

Humanists will be familiar with the ability of some reli-
gions to deny rational science and stick to nonsensical 
beliefs even when confronted with the true facts. The 
similarity between DuPont’s denial of blame, despite pay-
ing out millions of dollars, and the religious denial of 
good science is striking. DuPont also use the problem of 
epidemiology whereby it is very hard to establish a direct 
causal link between chemicals in the environment and 
specific cancers and illnesses. In exploiting this and the 
weakness of Government regulations, chemical compa-
nies can continue to do harm. 

DuPont is of particular interest in Northern Ireland be-
cause of its large factory on the banks of the Foyle in 
Derry. In October 1992 David McKittrick reported a 
‘serious toxic chemical leak’ of 1.5 tonnes of liquid 
chlorobutadiene (used to make neoprene) into the river. 
The public were advised not to eat fish from Loch Foyle! 
There were further concerns in 2014 and in 2017 a leak-

age into the River Faughan (which runs 
into the mouth of the Foyle) of Ethylene 
Dichloride, was reported by the Derry 
Journal (21 Feb 2107). DuPont admitted 
that they were cleaning up contamination 
in ground water around their Maydown 
works. These stories are remarkably similar 
to the incidents in the Exposure book and 
campaign groups in the Derry area remain 
concerned about possible links between 
health problems and the DuPont factory. 

The chemical of concern in Exposure was 
a fluorinated compound (PFOA) used in 
many household products including 
Teflon coating on cooking pans. These 
compounds are known to be persistent in 
the environment and can accumulate in 
the body. The debate about whether the 

chemicals used to make Teflon can cause cancer remains 
unresolved, but overheated pans can cause flu-like symp-
toms if the fumes are breathed in.  

Despite the compensation paid out by DuPont, regula-
tion of the chemicals is still undecided. DuPont has 
changed the name of some of its companies and also 
merged in 2017 with the huge multi-national Dow 
Chemicals. Dow was responsible for the Agent Orange 
defoliant in Vietnam and took over the company respon-
sible for the Bhopal Disaster. DuPont was blamed for 
making the growing and use of hemp illegal by using 
fears about marijuana, as they didn’t want hemp ropes 
and fabrics to compete with nylon. It’s taken one hundred 
years for states in the USA to legalise hemp. DuPont make 
synthetic building materials such as Tyvek which is used to 
wrap buildings to make them more airtight.  

Despite the failure of the USA to reduce its CO2 emis-
sions and Trump’s climate change denial, Exposure and 
Dark Waters show how it is possible to use the USA en-
vironmental protection laws and legal system to bring 
chemicals companies to account. Similar legislation, legal 
processes and laws do not exist in the UK. Northern Ire-
land is in an even weaker position without measures be-
ing taken to retain EU environmental laws or the estab-
lishment of a proper Environmental Protection Agency 
such as exists in the Republic.  

This leaves a free hand to chemical, mining, mineral and 
fracking companies, without a strong Environment Min-
ister in Stormont. 
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Dark Waters UK film release: February 28th 2020 
Exposure: Poisoned Water, Corporate Greed and 
One Lawyer’s Twenty Year battle against DuPont, 
by Robert Bilott, Simon and Schuster 2019  
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OU may or 
may not be 
aware that 
there are 

two popes: Francis, 
the present incum-
bent, and Benedict, 
who made the al-
most unheard of 
decision to retire in 
2013 but still wears white and lives within the Vatican walls 
as self-designated Pope Emeritus. If you believe Fernando 
Meirelles’s The Two Popes, they are in friendly combat for 
the soul of the Catholic Church. 

Yet, since the Oscar-nominated film is a tissue of lies from 
beginning to end, you might not believe it at all. Just two 
examples will suffice. Bergoglio, a year before he was elect-
ed Pope Francis, did not in fact personally discuss retire-
ment as Cardinal-Archbishop of Buenos Aires with Benedict 
(all bishops formally ask to retire at 75 but the Pope is not 
required to accept them). Nor did Benedict state that 
Bergoglio would be perfect to replace him. To cap it all, the 
film manufactures a bromance between the two: at the end 
it has progressed to the point where the pair eat pizza and 
drink beer as they watch Germany play Argentina in the 
2014 World Cup final.  

Yet, even though none of the above actually happened, and 
there is really no love-in between the two, we might well 
think that, in terms of theology, The Two Popes hits the 
mark: Benedict is the arch-conservative and Francis is the 
liberal and there is no doubt what side the film takes. 
Scripted by Anthony McCarten (who also wrote the 
screenplays for The Darkest Hour and The Theory of 
Everything) and based on his 2017 play The Pope, the film 
stars Jonathan Pryce as Pope Francis and Anthony Hopkins 
as Pope Emeritus Benedict. Both give splendid perfor-
mances, for which Pryce was nominated for best actor at 
the Oscars and Hopkins was nominated for best supporting 
actor. Pryce also bears an uncanny resemblance to Francis. 

Yet the whole project sets up a false dichotomy. For Francis 
is not the liberal he appears to be, a judgment recently vali-
dated by his Querida Amazonia document issued in Feb-
ruary. Here he turned down the request of Amazon bishops 
to accept married priests as a solution to a shortage of cler-
gy in the region. He also rejected the call of these bishops to 
let women serve within the clergy. 

To be sure, Francis appears to be ‘a plain man of the people' 
and regularly makes liberal noises. In the same document he 
attacked big business for destroying the Amazon and ex-
pressed concern for the indigenous Amazon peoples. But 
these targets require no change in Catholic rules. The feeling 
remains that Francis is a PR pope propping up a church 
that remains a bastion of reaction in the 21st century.        q 

n The Advancement of Learning 
(1605) Francis Bacon referred to 
“the nature and condition of 
men, who are full of savage and 

unreclaimed desires of profit, of lust, 
of revenge; which as long as they give 
ear to precepts, to laws, to religion, 
sweetly touched with eloquence and 
persuasion of book, of sermons, of 
harangues, so long is society and 
peace maintained; but if these instruments be silent, or 
that sedition and tumult make them not audible, all 
things dissolve into anarchy and confusion”.  

William Golding’s 1954 novel Lord of the Flies (first 
turned into a film in 1963) has as its theme this conflict 
between the human impulse towards savagery and the 
rules of civilisation which are designed to restrain it. 
Now we have a South American variant in Alejandro 
Landes’s mesmerising Monos (2019), just released on 
DVD. The title, meaning ‘monkeys’ in Spanish, probably 
alludes to the fact that it focuses on teenage guerrillas in a 
country that may be Colombia, though this is never stated. 

One difference between Golding’s novel and this work is 
that while his English schoolboys have been at least part-
ly civilised before their plane crashes on a desert island 
and they have to fend for themselves, these teenagers 
have no innocence to lose. Or as far as we can tell, be-
cause we do not know their background. At the start 
they are a unit of 8 child soldiers called by their noms de 
guerre  – Dog, Wolf, Lady, Swede, Smurf, Boom Boom, 
Bigfoot and Rambo – who have been tasked to guard a 
kidnapped American woman named as ‘Doctora’ in a 
mountaintop. 

Messenger, their diminutive trainer, brings them a cow to 
milk but, after he leaves, Dog accidentally shoots the 
animal dead, and Wolf kills himself in a fit of guilt for 
allowing it to happen on his watch. The kids’ behaviour 
soon descends from scrapping, experimental sex and 
mushroom hallucinogenics to power struggles and may-
hem as they turn on each other in the jungle. 

Despite its bleak settings and visceral violence, Monos is 
a pacifist film with a universal message. Adults organise 
the fighting of wars, with ranks, codes, strategies and 
rules, yet all these structures ultimately serve to sanitise 
what is barbaric. The point is really that wars are nasty 
games in which adults behave like children. This message 
is clear when we see that Rambo – who is female but  
‘post-gender’ – is the opposite of a macho Stallone char-
acter and signals the rejection of the traditional habits 
displayed by the others. This brutal but beautiful film is 
brilliantly acted and has a hypnotic score by Mica Levi. It’s 
well worth a watch. 
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